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Hydrostatic investigations on subglacial meltwater: implications
for the formation of streamlined bedforms
and subglacial lakes, East Antarctica
Takanobu Sawagaki and Kazuom1 H1rakawa
Graduate School of Environmental Earth Sczence,
Hokkazdo Unzverszty, Sapporo 060-0810
Abstract: Streamlined bedforms and small erosional marks observed on the
Soya Coast, East Antarctica, are interpreted to have been formed by subglacial
meltwater The source of water 1s attnbuted to subglacial lakes that may have
existed beneath the upper part of the Mizuho Plateau In order to evaluate the
subglacial meltwater hypothesis, two theoretical invest1gat1ons were earned out,
one to model the formation of subglacial lakes in the Sh1rase drainage basin, and
the second to estimate the conformity of water flow beneath the ice sheet to
underlying topography In the first invest1gat1on we found that several subglacial
lakes would have formed in the bed depress10ns with the water surfaces deter
mined by englacial eqmpotential surfaces In the second invest1gat10n, several ice
thicknesses and their surface gradients were determined in which agreement
between potential gradients and the observed bedform d1stnbut1on was found
These expenmental results add to the existing observations and inductive reason
mg supporting a subglacial hydraulic ongin for bedforms along the Soya Coast
According to the results, possible causes of sudden subglacial outburst floods and
their influence are discussed If subglac1al water storage and sudden discharge
occurred, a combinat10n of water accumulation beneath the ice sheet and dis
charge of this water could make the ice sheet unstable leading to the rapid melting
of the ice sheet supplying huge amount of meltwater to the ocean and formation
of local ice streams Such subglacial meltwater events in Antarctica possibly
contnbuted some global meltwater pulse events dunng MIS-3 or post-LGM
penods
key words streamlined bedform, subglacial lake, meltwater, East Antarctica

1. Introduction
Dunng the last two decades, there has been much debate regardmg subglacial land
forms and their formative processes drumlms formation has been a central part of this
d1scuss10n (e g Menzies and Rose, 1989, Dardis and McCabe, 1994, Sawagak1 and
Hirakawa, 1998) Trad1t10nally, drumlm-hke forms were thought to have been the
product of normal processes of sub glacial erosion and sediment depos1t10n ( e.g Boulton,
1974, 1979) A sem1-quant1tative flow model for the rapid subglac1al deformat10n of soft
sediments and the format10n of drumlms was also developed on the basis of field
observations and measurements (e.g. Boulton, 1979, Boulton and Hmdmarsh, 1987)
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Recently Hmdmarsh (1998a, b) explamed drumlm formation by viscous till mecharnsms
However, these studies focused mainly on subglacial sediment deformation and are not
applicable to glacial landforms 111 hard bedrock By contrast, Shaw and his co-workers
have advocated that subglacial streaml111ed erosional bedforms were formed by turbulent
�ubglac1al meltwater ( e g Shaw, 1996, 2002 and refs therem) In theoretical studies.
Shoemaker (1991, 1992a, b) considered that the source of large floods emerg111g from the
Laurentide Ice Sheet WdS a mega-sub glacial lake m the Hudson Bay bas111
Along the Soya Coast, East Antarctica, Sawdgaki and H1rakawa ( 1997) described
subglac1al stredml111ed bedforms and accompanymg small erosional marks, and suggested
that these forms represent past meltwater floods beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet They
speculated that the reservoir had been subglacial lakes beneath the upper reaches of the
Sh1rase Glacier, Mizuho Plateau (Fig I) Although a number of subglacial lakes are
known to exist beneath the present Antarctic Ice Sheet ( e g Siegert, 2000 and refs there111),
the follow111g uncerta111t1es challenge the speculation I) accord111g to the mventory of
Antarctic sub-glacial lakes (Siegert et al . 1996), no subglacial lakes are mapped on the
Mizuho Platedu, 2) water storage or subglac1al dra111age seems unlikely 111 the coastal zone
beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet where the thm ice may have been cold-based, and 3) 1t 1s
highly improbable that discharges associated with steady ..,tate pressure melting can produce
the volume of water required to form large chdnnels (Sugden et al, 1991)
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Despite these uncertainties, 1t 1s also true that the absence of subglacial lakes in
Mizuho Plateau has not been demonstrated by direct observat10ns The following studies
suggest the possible existence of subglacial lakes in this reg10n from the past to today 1)
Sugden et al (1991), who mvest1gated channels in a part of the Asgard Range in
Antarctica, suggested that meltwater could have been produced by sudden outbursts,
reflecting penod1c drainage of sub-glacial lakes beneath the thick ice or by sub-glacial
drainage of surface lakes 2) N1sh10 et al (1989) have calculated that the basal tempera
ture along the flow line of the Sh1rase Glacier (FL-SG) (Fig 1) 1s at pressure melting point
between 20 km and 260 km from the coast, and that the basal ice of the upper part of the
basin beyond 260 km from the coast 1s frozen to the bed, and 3) Mae and Naruse (1978)
suggested the poss1b1hty of basal sliding beneath the ice sheet of the Sh1rase drainage basin
200 km inland from the coast
In order to evaluate the possible role of subglacial meltwater in the areas of the Soya
Coast and Mizuho Plateau, we earned out two theoretical exammat10ns of meltwater
storage and evacuat10n beneath the former, more expansive Antarctic Ice Sheet along the
coastal zone One 1s an mvest1gat10n to determme the poss1b1hty of subglacial water
storage along the basal shdmg zone, and to estimate the reservo1r size, the other 1s
numerical modeling to estimate former ice surface gradients concernmg the conformity of
water flow d1rect10n beneath 1ce sheet to the slope of the underlymg topography
According to the results, possible cause of sudden subglacial outburst floods and their
mfluence are discussed

2.

Inferred subglacial lakes along the Shirase drainage basin

Mizuho Plateau, Soya Coast, and Shirase Glacier
Mizuho Plateau hes on the northeastern slope of the second highest dome of the
Antarctic Ice Sheet (ValkyrJedomen) Ice surface ndges d1v1de the plateau mto several
drainage basms (Nat10nal Institute of Polar Research, 1997) (Fig I) The Sh1rase Glacier,
the largest ice stream m the Mizuho Plateau reg10n, pours mto the head of Lutzow-Holm
Bay It drams a considerable area and exerts mfluence on the surface morphology of the
ice sheet behmd the coast with which 1t converges toward Mizuho Plateau (Naruse and
Sh1m1zu, 1978, Sh1m1zu et al , 1978)
The 1ce sheet m the Soya subd1v1s10nal dramage basm forms a divergent ice flow to
the Soya Coast which results m a sheet flow (Naruse and Sh1m1zu, 1978, Sh1m1zu et al ,
1978, Nat10nal Institute of Polar Research, 1997) The surface of the ice margm falls
rapidly to LUtzow-Holm Bay, and the reg10nal, present-day ice sheet flows approximately
perpendicular to the coast Some outlet glaciers flow mto Ltitzow-Holm Bay between
ice-free areas (Fig 2) Glacial stnae on the deglaciated surface along the coast show that
the former ice flow was also perpendicular to the coast (Y osh1da, 1983) Yosh1da ( 1983)
concluded that the ice sheet probably extended to the outer edge of the contmental shelf
at its maximum, and Hayashi and Y osh1da (1994) concluded that maJor retreat of the ice
sheet from the region took place pnor to 35 kyr BP However, the exact time when the
eros10nal bedforms were created 1s unknown
Although no subglacial lakes have been 1dentrfied m Mizuho Plateau so far ( cf
Siegert et al, 1996), the poss1b1hty remams that the further mvest1gat10ns will discover
2.1.
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subglac1al lakes in this area 1s st1ll remained Subglac1al meltwater would be expected to
accumulate in bed depressions, and water surfaces are determined 5,0 as to be the
equ1potent1al surfaces (Shreve, 1972) According to this fundamental pnnc1ple, the first
mvest1gat1on 1s performed to estimate the location and size of subglac1al depressions in
which 5,ubglac1al water storage 1s likely to be ponded m Mizuho Plateau
Most of the presently tee-free areas along the Soya Coast (Fig 2), where we are
arguing erm1on of bedrock by subglacial meltwater. are expected to have been influenced
by the glacial act1v1ty of Soya drainage basin (Fig I) However. the tee thickness, ice flow
dlfect1on and glacier bed topography 111 this dramage basin are not well known Despite
this. those along F L-SG (Fig I) are well observed compared with the other areas m
Mizuho Plateau (cf Watanabe et al, 1992, National Institute of Polar Research, 1997)
In add1t1on. the calculated recent basal temperature (N1sh10 et al, 1989) and sub-ice
thermal cond1t1ons mferred by radio-echo soundmg (Ohmae, 1988) are also available along
the same flow !me Consequently, an alternative approach 1s to focus on F L-SG
22

Hydrostatic znvestzgatzon
The pnnc1pal theory u5.ed 111 this exam111at1on 1s that the dlfect1on of water flow in the
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englacial part of the glacier hydraulic system can be expected to be normal to eqmpotent1al
surfaces (Shreve, 1972) This fundamental theory 1s applied m the next sect10n
Following Shreve (1972, 1985a, b), a water pressure potential surface ((!J) 1s defined by
(})= (})o+ pwgz+p)\+p(r)

(1)

where ()) 0 1s a reference potential, P v. 1s the density of water, z 1s the elevat10n of a pomt
w1thm or on the bed of the glacier, P w is the pressure m the water due to the overburden
pressure of ice, r 1s the rate of change m the radms of the water passages by plastic flow
of ice and melting of ice, and p(r) denotes a contribut10n to the pressure (or potential) that
is a funct10n of r The first term on the right 1s a reference potential, and the second 1s
the potential of the water due to its height above a datum The third is the pressure m
the water due to the overlying ice given by the following equat10n,

(2)

where p1 1s the density of ice, h1 is the elevat10n of the ice surface The fourth term m eq
(1) 1s a pressure drfference between the water and ice that results m closure of the tunnel
by plastic flow Here we assume that the gradient m p(r) is small m comparison with that
of the other terms, and set its value equal to zero (Hooke, I 989)
Water flows m the d1rect10n perpendicular to Imes of constant (}) m eq (1) Along
such Imes, the gradient of (}) is zero Thus, an eqmpotential surface 1s obtained m two
d1mens10ns by drfferentiat10n of eq ( I) with respect to horizontal distance x after substitut
ing from eq (2) for Pw ,
(3)

The relative contribut10ns to the slope of the eqmpotential surfaces w1thm a glacier
(dz/ dx) and the slope of the glacier surface (dh1 / dx) are given by

dz - -pz dh,
(
)
dx- p"-pz dx

(4)

It 1s readily shown by this equat10n that the eqmpotential surfaces dip upglac1er with
a slope of about I I times the slope of the glacier surface Thus, under the hydrostatic
model basal meltwater might be accumulated m bed depress10ns, provided the relationship
lla<y 1s satisfied (Oswald and Robm, 1973, Shoemaker, 1991) Here, a 1s the ice
surface gradient, pos1t1ve if the ice surface slopes downglac1er, and y 1s the bed slope,
pos1t1ve 1f the bed is ascending downglac1er
To simplify the calculation of the englacial equipotential surface, the ice surface
profile was reconstructed by mtegratmg the equat10n of the ice-surface profile, assuming
that the bed 1s horizontal (hc=constant), and ice is a perfectly-plastic material with the
yield stress rb ,
(5)

where d IS the distance from the edge measured along the flow lme, he 1s the elevation of
the bed, and basal shear was assumed to be equal to I00 kPa at every pomt along the flow
lme, because Nish10 et al (1989) noted that Tb 1s approximately 100 kPa m the upper parts
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of the Sh1rase Glacier
23

Longitudinal profiles along the Sh1rase Glacier
Figure 3 shows bedrock and ice surface elevations with englac1al hydrostatic
equ1potent1al surfaces (A). basal shear stresc; profile (8), and the calculated temperature
profile 111 the ice sheet (C) along FL-SG ( Fig I) As the calculation was performed only
along one flow lme, boundary cond1t1om 111 lateral pos1t1ons were not considered 111 th1�
111vest1gat1on However. as the profile used 1s situated m the lowest pa11 of Sh1rase
dra111age basm, divergent water movement 1s expected to be small enough to be neglected
The reconstructed ice surface profile fits well with the measured one when the ice
margm 1s assumed to be 30 km beyond its present pos1t1on (Fig 3A) This mean� that, ,f
we assume the more expanded ice sheet mto Lutzow-Holm Bay 111 the past and thdt the
ice surface profile was almost the same as the modern one without any th1ckernng of 111land
ice, then the only difference between the two 1s a s1grnficant thmnmg of the ice recogrnzed
around the outlet of the Sh1rase Glacier Mae dnd Naru<.;e (1978) and N1sh10 et al (1989)
suggested that an mcrease of the area of basal slid mg and an mcrease 111 the ice deformat10n
rate can expla111 th111n111g of the ice sheet Regardmg recent development 111 the knowledge
of subglac1al till deformation (cf Alley, 2000), we should also consider the poss1bil1ty of
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mcreased flow by deformation of subglacial sediments
Smee a subglacial deformed bed
(cf Hart, 1998) 1s notobserved beneath the Shirase Glacier, further mvest1gat10n of its
subglac1al condit10n 1s strongly recommended
Thus,we tentatively attnbute the modern
subglacial condit10ns to those of the Last Glacial Penod
2.4.

Possibzlity of subglaczal lakes
Here,we pay attent10n particularly to the reg10n between the coastand 270km mland
from the ice margm because N1sh10 et al (1989)calculated thatthe recentbasal tempera
ture m thatreg10n 1s atthe pressure meltmg pomt (Fig 3-C) The detailed eqmpotential
surface w1thm the ice sheetalong FL-SG s1 shown m Fig 4 In this figure,the full water
storage cond1t10n 1s represented by an eqmpotential contour lme contactmg with the high
pomtof subglacial bed atthe downflow side
Accordmgly,m the hydrostatic v1ewpomt,atleast fifteen depress10ns where subglacial
water storage is likely to occur are found between the coastand 270km mland from the
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A Calculated equipotentzal surface within the ice sheet B, C, D, E Inferred
subglaczal lake surfaces along the Shirase drainage basin with sub-ice condztwn along
the same profile inferred by radw-echo sounding by Ohmae (1988) Subglaczal
meltwater is expected accumulate in the bed depresswns, and water surfaces are
determined so as to be the equzpotentzal surfaces A fully water storage conditwn is
represented by an equipotentzal contour line contacting with the topographic highs of
the subglacial bed at the downfiow side Its length is determined by that of along
the equzpotentzal line, and the depth is determined by the maximum perpendicular
distance between this line and the bed (BJ These propertzes of the inferred
subglaczal lakes are listed in Table I
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Table I

P1 0pertzes of the mferred subglacza! Lah.es along the jlo H, !me of
the Shzrase G!aczer

No

Yert1cd! cross-sect1ondl
d i ed ( k m 2 )

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

0 904
0 01 3
0 005
0 005
0 036
0 008
0 060
0 003
0 002
0 063
0 008
0 1 52
0 01 1
0 003
I 268

Toted di ed

Height ( m )

Long1tud I n d!
d 1 stdnce ( m )

Depth ( m )

727
111
1 22
83
289
80
285
90
70
200
1 02
290
90
1 10

6000
1 300
1 500
1 200
3800
1 400
4800
1 500
1 300
3500
2000
6000
2000
3000

299
20
6
8
19
12
25
4
3
36
8
51
11
2

ice margin (Fig 4) Their size ranges from I �6 km in length and 2� 300 m m depth (Table
I) The largest one 1s situated on the inland-side of the steep mountam 22 km-mland from
the coa�t Its surface extends for 6 km and its depth 1s calculated to be 300 m Because
the possible �ubglac1al basins are seen only 2-d1mens1onally along the flow !me, 1t 1� not
po�s1ble to estimate the exact volume and surface area of the water storage 111 these basms
Sub-ice thermal cond1t1ons mferred by rad10-echo soundmg by Ohmae ( 1988) along
the �ame profile are also plotted 111 Fig 4 This soundmg md1cates that most of the area
between 120 km and 270 km from the outlet of the Shirase Glacier 1s meltmg with a �mall
amount of water 111 the ice mass or a wet-film at the ice-rock mterface Judgmg from the
relat1onsh1p between the mferred subglacial lake locations and the bed cond1t1on. there 1s
a high probability of modern subglac1al water storage at the site� of bas1m 5 to I O In the
same way, there 1s the less probability of subglac1al water �torage at the other mferred
locat10ns at pre�ent state
The pre�ence of subglacial depres�10ns does not necessarily mean that they will fill
with water S1ege1i and Ridley ( 1998) show that there are many of subglacial depressions
around Dome C m the v1c1111ty of subglac1al lakes, with no lakes w1th111 them In fact,
there have been no subglac1al lakes found 111 Mizuho Plateau nor beneath Valky1Jedomen
Thus, this hydrostatic mvest1gat1on simply notes the places where some subglac1al lake�
could have been formed beneath the Sh1rase Gldc1er under the nght subglac1al thermal
cond1t1ons
3.

3I

Modeling of ice sheets and subglacial water flow

Calculatwn model of subglac1al water flo w
In this section, attention 1s concentrated at a regional scale. concernmg the subglacial
meltwater erosion of the streamlmed bedforms observed 111 the ice-free area� along the Soya
Coa�t (Sawagak1 and Hirakawa, 1997) As a second 111vest1gat1on, we develop d numen-
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cal model to calculate the subglacial hydraulic potential gradient with special reference to
sub glacial water flow Using this model, we estimate ice surfaces, which show the
conformity of water flow beneath the ice sheet to the underlying bed topography
Shaw ( 1 983) and Kor et al ( 1 99 1 ) suggested that the distnbut10n of eros10nal forms
of several different scales was controlled by bed topography and the different scales of
subglacial water flow structure, with some feedback between the two Concerning their
suggest10ns, we believe that, if there 1s good conformity between the modelled patterns of
subglacial water flow and bedform d1stnbut1on, then there 1s a good poss1b1 hty that
meltwater was responsible for the format10n of the bedforms As well, the assumed tee
surface model 1s taken to represent the former ice sheet beneath which this eros10n took
place
Where ground water flow 1s negligible due to low bed transmitt1v1ty, one can
reconstruct subglacial water flow on the assumpt10n that the flow 1s controlled by hydraulic
potential gradients beneath the ice mass Thus, the water at the glacier bed need not
follow the bed gradient, b ut instead moves from areas of high hydraulic potential to areas
of low potential (Shreve, 1972) Equat10ns ( I ) and (2) indicate that the control of
subglacial water flow by the ice-surface gradient 1s about 1 1 times stronger than by the slope
of the bed topography Subglac1al water flow 1s generally assumed to flow diagonally
down valley sides, or even uphill in the case of beds which slope against the direct10n of
glacier flow (Oswald and Robin, 1973, Hooke, 1 989, Sugden et al , 1 99 1 ) Hooke ( 1 989)
pointed out that enhanced pressure of ice flowing against the stoss side of a bump distorts
the pressure field This dynamic pressure component should be included m eq uat10n ( I)
However, Booth and Hallet ( 1 993) demonstrated that sliding-induced pressure vanat10ns
can be ignored at all but the smallest scales of individual landforms Consequently, here
we do not take into cons1derat10n the kinematic pressure field resulting from flow of ice,
but assume a static ice sheet Thus, this study includes s1mplificat10n
F1guer 5 illustrates an ideal example for the numencal modeli ng of the potential
gradient around a bump on a glacier bed In this figure, the bed topography and the tee

Fzg 5

Schematzc dzagram for the calcula
tzon model of potentzal around a
bump on a glaczer bed Bed topog
raphy and the zce surface were
constructed as numerzc grzd sur
faces Calculated potentzal gradz
ent at the glaczer bed zn each
square grzd zs zndzcated by an
arrow
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surface are Indicated as numeric gn d surfaces identical with the elevations ( h e, h i ) from a
reference potential surface ( (]) 0 ) at their location An ice surface falling parallel to the
y-axis with a slope of a 1s applied I ll this example The hydraulic potential at the glacier
bed was calculated using of eqs ( I ) and (2) at each gnd square The magnitude and
d1rect1on of the potential gradient 111 each square are indicated by the lengths and directions
of arrows respectively, which are projected onto a map of the bedform d1stnbut1on The
example 111 Fig 5 indicates that, under proper conditions, subglac1al water 1s expected to
flow over the bump rather than around 1t
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Glaczal sculptured bedforms
Topographic features of the ice-free areas along the Soya Coast are characterized by
mammilated peaks and undulat111g hilly land completely composed of bedrock The
d1stnbution of mora1111c detntus 1s ma111ly l11111ted to local depressions beh111d hillocks
( Y osh1da, 1983) The bedrock 1s composed of crystall111e gneisses. marble. and calcareous
skarn with an E-W or ESE-WNW trend111g structure ( Yoshida et al , 1976, Ishikawa et
al , 1977)
Subglac1al sculptured erosion forms are generally better preserved 111 the ice-free area-,
along the southern part of the coast (Yoshida, 1983, Sawagak1 and H1rakawa, 1997) We
1dent1fied drumlin-shaped rock hills and small-scale erosional marks (s-forms, Kor et al ,
1991) The streaml111ed bedforms 111 this region are classified mto tadpole rocks ( Dionne,
1987). transverse ridges ( Kor et al , 1991). and roches moutonees We argue that the
s-forms, tadpole rocks and transverse ndges are best explamed by subglac1al fluv1al erosion
(Sawagak1 and H1rakawa, 1997)
We concentrated our experi mental study on the Skarvsnes and Skallen ice-free areas
(Figs 2, 6 and 7) where sculptured eros10n forms are well developed The Skarvsnes
d1stnct 1s the largest ice-free area along the coast It Juts 111to the sea to the west and 1-;
bounded to the east by the ice sheet The area 1s 64 km 2 and the elevation ranges between
40 m below sea level and 400 111 above sea level The Skallen d1stnct 1s a relatively small
ice-free area of about 14 km 2 111 the south of the Skarvsnes d1stnct ( Fig 7) The ice sheet
ter111111ates on the southern edge of this d1stnct The eastern coas;tlme faces onto the
floatmg tongue of the Skallen Glacier
More than 2600 streaml111ed bedforms were identi fied 111 Skarv-;nes (SawagdkI and
Hirakawa, 1997) In some cases larger forms have been modified by the formation of
-,maller, superimposed forms on the crest and flanks Typical bedforms 111 Skarvsnes are
crescent1c transverse ndges and streamlmed hills w ith the steeper slope facmg up-ice
(tddpole rock) Long1tud111al troughs parallel to the tadpole rock-, form furrows They
ctppear on airphotos as a fluting pattern, 10- 1000 111 long, 1-30 111 wide, and up to 10 111
deep (Fig 6) Some superi mposed tadpole rocks were recognized on the southeastern
flank of the stoss slope of Mt Sunbat1 on the central part of this district, which forms a
pa111cularly large roche moutonnee, about 250 m high with a gentle abraded slope on the
upstrectm side and cli ffs with talus slopes on the downstream side (Fig 6) At the local
scctle, crescentic transverse ndges are commonly accompanied by stoss-s1de furrows which
111d1cate the up-ice side of the ridges ( Kor et al 199 1 , Sawagak1 and H1rakawa, 1997)
Glacial stnae marked on the bed surface are oriented E-W in the area of Fig 6
In Skallen, the long cixes of the streamlmed hills show two d1st111ct1ve d1rect1ons, E-W
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1997) Outlznes of the bedforms are pro1ected onto a topographic map of thzs
regwn Indicated area 1s same the area of Fzg 8-B

Data collectwn
Two reconstructed elements, bed elevations and the ice surface, are required to
calculate the hydraulic potential gradient at the bed A topographic map of the south
central part of Skarvsnes at a scale of I 5000 with IO m contour intervals, and a topo
graphic map of Skallen at a scale of 1 25000 with IO m contour intervals were used
Present-day ground elevations were collected from intersection points of a square gnd
supenmposed on the topographic maps, with a 50 m mesh m Skarvsnes ( Fig 8-A) and with
a 100 m mesh m Skallen (Fig 8-8) The sample area m Skarvsnes extends about 3 5 km
east-west and 2 5 km north-south, and in Skallen 1t extends about 4 5 km east-west and 4
5 km north-south These mesh mtervab and areas were determmed based partly on the
capability of a data processor we used, and partly on the reqmred scale effect, discussed by
Booth and Hallet ( 1 993), 1f the shdmg-mduced pressure vanat1ons are to be ignored The
bedrock surface 1s determined for the whole area, except beneath lakes and sea where the
bathymetry 1s unknown Thus calculat1ons for the presently water-filled areas are unavail
able
In order to obtain the exact pos1t10n of the streamlined bedforms in both areas, the
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outlmes of these forms were proJected onto topographic maps usmg the color air photos
with the Analytical Photogrammetnc System ( Figs 6 and 7)
Theoretically, an ice surface profile 1s approximated by eq (5), and the relat10n
between ice surface gradient and ice thickness denved from the ice-surface profile by eq (5)
1s shown m Fig 9 However, the exact pos1t10n of the 1ce sheet termmus and the ice d1v1de
m the course of Its retreat IS uncertam In add1t10n, the surface profile of ice Is much more
vanable near the termmus than m the central part of an ice sheet Thus, we assume that
the most probable ice sheet took part m the development of the bedforms extended to the
western edge of the present ice-free areas flowmg perpendicular to the coast Secondly we
assume that the margmal ice surface profile at that time was similar to the shape of the
present-day ice surface profile near the ice margm We use the averaged ice-surface profile
at present state of the ice margm along the Soya Coast for the calculat10n, its ice-surface
gradients are 0 045 between 300-400 m m ice thickness, 0 030 (400-600 m thick), and 0 0 1 5
(600-800 m thick), respectively These values are also md1cated m Fig 9, and the relat10ns
seem to be fit well to the theoretical approx1mat10n Thi rdly, smce the mvest1gated areas
extend 4 5 km at most, we thmk that a planar ice surface 1s assumable for such small scales
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Accord111g to these assumptions, a number of ice surface elevation models of various ice
surface gradients and down-slope directions are reconstructed for the calculat1on
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Conformzty between the potentzal gradzents and the bedform dzstrzbutzon
Calculations of subglacial potential gradients were made assummg several different ice
surface models 111 Skarvsnes and Skallen The results md1cate that the potential grad1enb
generally trend 111 the same direction as the ice-surface gradient When the ice surface
gradient 1s steep, the subglac1al water 1s much more likely to flow uphill follow111g the
d1rect1on of this gradient However, the direction of the subglac1al hydraulic potential
changes reg1onally with the underly111g topography because the bedrock elevation also
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helps determine the potential Thus, to find the best match between the potential gradients
and the bedform d1stnbut10n, a number of the ice-surface models were tned iteratively (3
1ce surface gradients with 1 6 azimuths) Figures 1 0, 1 1 and 1 2 show three examples of the
1terat1ve approach used to estimate the former ice-surface slope m the southern central part
of Skarvsnes
In Figs I O and 1 1 , we assumed two 1ce surfaces fallmg from E to W at different slopes
As has been assumed above, this westerly slopmg 1ce surface 1s chosen because It m1mics
the recent westward 1ce flow d1rect10n perpendicular to the coast The onentat10n of
glacial stnat10ns m this area also support this assumpt10n We believe that these glacial
stnae were formed by d1rect glacial eros10n, not by subglacial water However, these
eros10nal marks would also represent the Ice-flow d1rect10ns at the water discharge events,
because subglacial water events would have been short hved without sigmficant change m
1ce flow d1rect10n (Shoemaker, 1 99 1 , 1 992a, b, Shaw, 1 996)
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When an ice -;urface gently slop mg O 0 15 1s assumed for the modeled areas (Fig 10),
the ice thickness 1s assumed to be about 800 m (Fig 9) In this model (Fig 10), the
arrows tend to point downslope parallel to the bed topography but against the d1rect1on
of the ice surface gradient, especially on the stos-. side of the bedforms By contrast, m the
case of an ice surface sloping at O 045 (the assumed tee thickness 1s about 400 m) the flow
shows a much closer conformity to the topography (Fig 1 1) Several s1gmfi cant trends of
the potential gradient were recognized m the model of Fig 1 1 Those are I) potential
gradients m the v1c1111ty of Mt Sunbati are either over the top or around the mountain, 2)
potential gradients; on the flanks are parallel to the long axes of the superimposed tadpole
rocks, and 3) the potential gradients to the west of Mt Sunbatl are across transverse ndges
Given the above conformity of the flow and topography, we determined that the model of
Fig 1 1 dppltes at S kdrvsne"
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As an add1t10na le xample to show the 1terat10n,we assumed an ce
i surface fallmg from
ES Eto WN Ww t
ih the same slope and ce
i th ckness
i
as F gi l l of O 045and 400m th ck
i
(Fig 12) Smee no glac ai l geolog ca
i l ev dence
i
md1catmg an ci e flowed from ES E to
WNWhas been obtamed m th si area, th si mode l seems unl kely
i
For th si model , the
arrows tend to pomt WNW,butthe reg10nal va nat10n of the arrows 1s notm agreement
wt
ih the topography,espec ally
i m the western part (F gi 12)
The 1terat1ve appro x1mat10n of the ce
i surface m Skallen 1s more d ifficu t
l than m
Skarvsnes ,because the re hef m th si reg10n 1s notso steep as to a ffectthe potential grad ent
i
beneath the ce
i
n
I particu ar
l ,the subg ac
l al
i water flood flowmg over the h ills occurs even
beneath an ce
i sheetw t
ih a gentle surface slope
We thus used an ce
i surface slope of O 045
t
(he assumed ce
i th ckness
i
1s about 400m ,) the same as for S karvsnes
The potential
g ar d ent
i was ca cu
l at
l ed usmg three d ifferent ce
i surface mode sl one from Eto W (F gi 13),
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S1mulatzon of hydraulic potential gradients belo iv the tee sheet terminus zn Skaflen
Ice surface 1s assumed to be a slope of O 045 from ESE to WN W (E to E')

one from ESE-WN W ( Fig 1 4), and a thi rd from S-N ( Fig 1 5 ) The first flow direction
1s the same as the successful model m Skarvsnes, and the latter two were chosen based on
the d1rect1ons of glacial stnae on the bed
The case where the ice surface �lopes WNW ( Fig 1 4) show� the best conformity to
both the larger streamlined bedforms and smaller supenmposed ones While, the case
where ice surface �lopes to the north ( Fig 1 5 ) does not seem to produce flow Imes
conformable to any landforms Using a westward slope ( Fig 1 3 ), �ome flows conform
with the larger bedforms, but this model 1s not as successful as the one with a WNW ice
slope

35

Suggested development of the landforms
Sawagak1 and H 1 rakawa ( 1 997) presented an i dea that there are two kinds of glacial
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erosional features m the study area One 1s the product of glacial abras10n and pluckmg
beneath a wet-based ice sheet These forms mclude glacial stnae and roche moutonnee
The other kmd are the streamlmed bedforms, to which we apply the above theoretical
exammat10n of subglacial water flow By applymg the results of the calculat10ns to the
mterpretat10n of Sawagaki and H1rakawa ( 1 997), we mfer the change of ice flow d1rect1on
and the evolution of basal processes
As 1s shown by the calculat10ns, a smgle ice-surface model gives nse to potential
gradients conformable with the topography m Skarvsnes Smee local water flow,
controlled by the large-scale bed topography, converged towards the southern flank of Mt
Sunbat1, the supenmposed tadpole rocks are concentrated on the southern flank of this
mountam Thus, mterpreted as a large roche moutonnee, Mt Sunbat1 could be seen as
an earlier product of abras10n and pluckmg with supenmposed tadpole rocks Because
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subglac1al Wdter events would have been short lived (Shoemaker, 1991. 1992a, b, Shaw.
1996), we suggest that subglac1al water eros10n occurred as a sh011 1nterrupt1on of contmu
ous glacial abrasion by the ice flowmg westward Accordingly, 1t 1s suggested that both
glacial abras10n forms and subglacial water flow forms m th," region were sculpted without
.,,gr nficant change of the !Ce-surface profile
The calculation reveals two conformable ice-surface models m Skallen. with one
surface 111cl111ed westward for the larger bedforms, and the other mclmed northwestward for
both the larger and smdller bedforms Based on these results, the glacial flow direct10n
changed from westward to northward Sawagak1 and Hirakawa ( 1997) presented four
stages m development of the bedforms 1) large-scale glacial plucked and abraded bed
forms m Skarvsnes (possibly m Skallen) (-;tage-1), 2) large-scale and E-W trendmg stream
lmed bedforms formed by subglacial water flow m Skarvsnes and Skallen (stage-2), 3)
supenmpm1t1on of ESE-WNW trendmg small-scale forms m response to subglac1al water
flov\ 111 Skallen (stage-3), and 4) superimposition of no11hward -;tnations upon m
response to locdl ice flow 111 Skallen (stage-4) As has been suggested m tlm sequence,
glac1aly plucked and abraded features of stage-1 are not observed m Skdllen The
calculat1ons of this study readily suggest that glacial plucked and abraded forms m Skallen
were modified and removed as subglacial meltwater erosion formed streamlmed debforms
111 stage-2 Consequently, we thmk that the reconstructed ice-surface models 111 Skallen
rep1 esent those of stages 2 and 3 111 Sawagak1 and H1rakawa (1997) These recomtructed
Ke-surfaces may 111d1cate transitional states of the ice sheet to local ice flow cond1t10ns of
the Skallen Glacier

5. Discussfollll
What type of ice sheet would form subglac1al lakes ') And what would have
happened had such subglac1al water flooded mto the ocean '' Unfortunately, we do not
have any further mformat1on to answer this question, such as an exact tee surface profile,
subglac1al bed conditions, or thermal regime of the ice sheet 111 the past The only way
to proceed 1s by way of mduct1ve est1mat1on of the palaeo-1ce sheet us111g terrestrial and
glacial geological features observed m the ice-free areas along the Soya Coast, and recent
knowledge on the melt111g history of the Antarctic Ice Sheet and the global response of
ocean-;

5I

Hydrostattc zmplzcatwn for subglaczal outburst flood
In the reference-; to modern Antarctic subglac1al lakes, there are several subglac1al
lakes reported near to the 111it1atmg reg1om of 1ce streams (cf Siegert et al . 1996,
Dowdeswell and S1ege11, 1999, Siegert 2000) Such subglac1al lakes are likely to be
111volved m outburst floods smce they would have the benefit of a warm-based pathway
beneath the ice stream to the proglac1al reg10n The hydrostat1cally estimated depressions
m this study also benefit from this cond1t1on along F L-SG
Water ts produced subglacialy by geothermal and fnct1onal heat where the ice
temperature 1s at pressure meltmg pomt Accordmg to the previous glac10log1cal studies,
the rate of water produce beneath an ice sheet 1s generally expected to be a few mm/yr (cf
Shaw et al , 1989, Shoemaker, 1991, 1992a, b, Kap1sta et al , 1996) As already stated.
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N1sh10 et al ( 1989) calculated that the basal temperature along the Sh1rase dramage basm
1s at pressure meltmg pomt between 20 km and 260 km from the coast Nevertheless, as
the exact geothermal heat flux along this basm 1s not known, remams 1t difficult to estimate
the actual meltmg rate m the studied area
Settmg aside the question of the meltmg rate, m the hydrostatic view pomt, we will
consider evacuatmg systems m which a large amount of subglacial water might have been
evacuated to the ice margm At first, once the subglacial meltwater has been produced, the
water first fills the nearest subglacial basm When the upper basms were filled by water,
the subglacial water spilled to the next lower basm or to the ice margm Once fully
ponded cond1t10ns had been established, steady-state dramage occurred However, 1t 1s
unlikely that a steady-state subglacial dramage system 1s permanent because there 1s
msuffic1ent pressure gradient to sustam flows over some hundreds of kilometers (Shoe
maker, 199 l) Even 1f the steady-state dramage existed, discharges from such system are
not sufficient to sculpture bedrock on a reg10nal scale Consequently, other evacuatmg
systems for subglacial meltwater thus should be considered to meet the reqmrement
As has been md1cated by the first mvest1gat10n, the size of the subglacial basm 1s
controlled mamly by the ovemdmg ice-surface topography, smce the bed topography has
been unchanged This means that the gradient of the englacial eqmpotential surface
changes m response to ice-sheet fluctuat10n For example, when the ice expanded further
than today, the ice-surface gradient at a pomt would have been gentler than now, which
would have reduced the slope of the equipotential surface In the course of deglaciat10n
or thmnmg of ice sheet, the ice-surface gradient at a pomt steepens, particularly near the
ice margm Owmg to this steepenmg, eqmpotent1al surfaces w1thm the ice also steepens,
makmg subglacial basms smaller and shallower ln response to the shnnkage of subg
lacial lakes, excessive water must be evacuated to the termmus, otherwise the ponded water
should be more highly pressured
Although it 1s hard to 1magme the above process occurrmg quickly enough to cause
the sudden outburst because the slope changes dunng retreat would have been slow, more
effective tnggenng would be possible when ice floats on the high-pressured, ponded water
Another effective tngger would be possible where ice 1s frozen to the bed downflow of a
subglacial depress10n, because such subglacial ice dams would be easily collapsed by
meltmg or hydrofractunng of ice to release the accumulated water Subglacial floodmg
should be generated by such breachmg of ice dams to evacuate water through englacial or
subglacial tunnels, and the tunnel flow should evolve mto a sheet-flow near the ice margm
to form the spatially d1stnbuted streamlmed bedforms

5 2.

Timing of the subglacial water discharge
Sawagaki and Hirakawa ( 1997) suggested m an m1tial mvestigat10n that the ice-free
areas along the Soya Coast once experienced subglacial water erosion There 1s no direct
datmg showmg when the glacial and subglacial water eros10nal forms were created
However, we thmk that the fine preservat10n of the eroded bedforms along the Soya Coast
md1cates format10n dunng the last maJor geomorph1c activity of the Antarctic Ice Sheet
Based on this assumpt10n and other terrestnal evidence denved from the Soya Coast reg10n,
the timmg of the subglacial meltwater event is discussed below together with a review of
past ice sheet features
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Hayashi and Yoshida ( 1 994) suggested that the ice sheet covering the present ice-free
area5, was not thick dunng the Last Glacial Maxmrnm ( LGM), and th15 ice retreated from
the coastal areas pnor to 35 kyr BP Their conclus1ons are based on the Late Quaternary
manne limit m this region. which 1s a reflection of the regional 1sostat1c rebound
Comc1dmg with this 1mplicat1on. we prov1s10nally assumed m our second qualitative
model that the ice sheet had extended to the western edge of the recently deglaciated areas
The assumed ice thickness 1s about 400 m for the modeled area5, Once a suitable
ice-surface model was determined by tnal-and-error, a strong conformity between estimated
hydraulic gradients and the bedform d1stnbut1on was obtained We argue that the
conformable ice-surface model represents the former ice sheet that took part m the
morphological development of the hills, and that the subglac1al water flow could have been
short lived without mvolvmg s1grnficant change of the tee-surface profile
If subglacial outburst floods occurred, they may have been massive enough to leave a
signal m the global climate record (Blanchon and Shaw, 1995) Based on the low oxygen
1sotop1c ratio of fosstl shells and the occurrence of fluv1al sediment intercalated 111 the raised
manne 5,ed1ments along the Soya Coast, Miura et al (1998) po111 ted out that considerable
melting of the East Antarctic Ice Sheet occurred dunng the penod 30-46 kyr BP (Manne
Isotope Stage 3) Recently, the cause of a massive and unusually abrupt nse m 5ea level
about 14 kyr BP, called the global meltwater pulse (MWP, Fairbanks, 1 989). has been
discussed Clark et al (2002) suggested that MWP-IA was caused by the partial collapse
of the Antarctic Ice Sheet Yokoyama et al (2000, 2001) also discovered a meltwater
pulse which was caused by a rapid decrease 111 ice volume w1thm a few hundred years,
termmatmg the LGM at about 19000 cal-yr B P We present an idea that a combmat1on
of water accumulat1on beneath the ice sheet and discharge of this water could make the ice
sheet unstable lead111g to the rapid melt111g This implies a huge amount of meltwater to
the ocean and formation of local tee streams In add1t1on. we tentatively suggest that
subglac1al meltwater events occurred dunng MIS-3 or post- LGM periods, which might
contribute these MWP event5,

6.

Omch.1sio1111.s

Hydrostatic exam111at1on along a flow l111e of the Sh1rase Glacier, East Antarctica
revealed that several subglac1al lakes may have formed 111 bed depressions with the water
surface5, determined by englac1al equ1potent1al surfaces Po5,s1ble subglacial lakes are
estimated to have been 1-6 km 111 length and 200- 300 m 111 depth
Theoretical calculat1ons of water flow beneath the Antarctic Ice Sheet were performed
to 111vesttgate the d1stnbut1on of the streaml111ed bedforms on the ice-free areas along the
Soya Coast The results of the calculat1ons 111d1cate good agreement of potential gradients
to the bedform d1stnbut1on when a sUJtable ice surface model 1s obta111ed As a whole,
the assumed ice surface models probably 111d1cate former ice sheet which took part 111 the
erosion of the subglac1al v. ater flow
The observed subglac1al meltwater erosional forms are thus due to a short-lived
subglac1al water sheet flood and pre-existed topography The results also support our
assumption that the former ice sheet extended to the western edge of the present tee-free
c1reas along the Soya Coast Subglacial water discharge 1s supposed to occur 111 response
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to the shnnkage of subglacial lakes and to collapsmg of the subglac1al dam with some
e ffective tnggermg phenomen a We presentan idea thata combmat10n of water accumu 
lation beneath the ice sheetand discharge of this water could make the ice sheetunstable
leadmg to rapid meltmg supplymg huge amountof meltwater to the ocean and the creation
of local ice streams
It1s tentatively suggested thatsubglacial meltwater events occurred
durmg MI S -3or post-LG Mpenods
These attempts add numencal results to the e xistmg setof facts used m the mduct1ve
reaso mng of the subglacial hydraulic hypothesis
However ,othe rdirectattempts complete
the mventory of Antarctic subglacial lakes and to reveal subglacial bed condition are
strongly recommended for the recons ruct
t 10n of ice sheet fluctuat10ns m Mi zuho Plateau
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